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Abstract

We prove PSPACE-hardness for fifteen games in the Super Mario Bros. 2D platforming video game series. Previously, only the original Super Mario Bros. was known to be PSPACE-hard (FUN 2016), though several of the games we study were known to be NP-hard (FUN 2014). Our reductions build door gadgets with open, close, and traverse traversals, in each case using mechanics unique to the game. While some of our door constructions are similar to those from FUN 2016, those for Super Mario Bros. 2, Super Mario Land 2, Super Mario World 2, and the New Super Mario Bros. series are quite different; notably, the Super Mario Bros. 2 door is extremely difficult. Doors remain elusive for just two 2D Mario games (Super Mario Land and Super Mario Run); we prove that these games are at least NP-hard.
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1 Introduction

At FUN 2016, Demaine, Viglietta, and Williams [3] proved that it is PSPACE-hard to complete a level in Super Mario Bros., when the game is generalized to an arbitrary level size, screen size, number of on-screen enemies, and (exponentially large) time limit. (They also considered versions with bounded screen size, where off-screen enemies reset, but this makes the game substantially easier.) But Super Mario Bros. is just the first game in a venerable series of Super Mario platforming video games. Consequently, that paper ended with an open problem about other games:

Finally, we suspect that our proofs can be adapted to the many Super Mario Bros. sequels, but this remains to be explored. [3]

In this paper, we explore these sequels, analyzing the complexity of all fifteen 2D Super Mario platform video games released to date. Table 1 summarizes our results, most of which are PSPACE-hardness. Previously, no other PSPACE-hardness results were known, though four of the games we prove PSPACE-hard were known to be NP-hard from an earlier FUN 2014 paper [1].

Our PSPACE-hardness reductions all involve building “door gadgets”, a technique first used to prove PSPACE-completeness of Lemmings [6] and then Super Mario Bros. [3]. An open-close door gadget is a constant-size piece of a level that can be in two states, open or closed, and has three possible traversal paths: the open path allows the player to change the state to open, the close path forces the player to change the state to closed, and the traverse path can be traversed only when the door is open.

These original applications also required a “crossover gadget” to enable non-interacting crossing tunnels for the player to traverse. At FUN 2020, however, Ani et al. [2] showed that (in most cases) just a door gadget suffices, and crossovers are unnecessary. They also introduced two other types of doors — self-closing doors and symmetric self-closing doors — each of which alone suffices to prove PSPACE-completeness. They also applied this doors framework to prove that all 3D Mario games released to date are PSPACE-hard. 2

In this paper, we apply the doors framework of [2] to prove PSPACE-hardness of thirteen more 2D Mario games. Several of these doors (presented in Section 3) are variations of the open-close door gadget from Super Mario Bros. [3], but even so, they require careful adjustments and checking because each game (except one) adds some mechanics while

---

2 Since the paper appeared, one more 3D Mario game has been released: Bowser’s Fury (as part of Super Mario 3D World + Bowser’s Fury). But this game has the same mechanics as Super Mario 3D World, in particular switchboards, so their PSPACE-hardness proof applies.
removing other mechanics from Super Mario Bros. In one case, Super Mario Bros. 2, the open-close door we construct (in Section 6) is completely different and quite complicated. For other games, we build self-closing doors (in Section 4) or symmetric self-closing doors (in Section 5).

For two 2D Mario games, Super Mario Land and Super Mario Run, we have not yet succeeded in building any door gadget. But we can at least prove only NP-hardness of these games (in Section 7), following the SAT framework first used to prove Super Mario Bros. NP-hard [1].

Our PSPACE-hardness results leave open which Mario games are in PSPACE and which are harder. Specifically, membership in PSPACE would hold if we polynomially bounded the maximum number of on-screen enemies or the maximum number of enemies at each screen position. This claim was made for Super Mario Bros. in [3]. But even Super Mario Bros. has an infinite source of enemies (if we remove the bound on enemies): Lakitu periodically spawns spines. Many other Mario games have pipes that periodically spawn items or enemies. In some cases, these mechanics can be used to prove RE-completeness and thus undecidability; we explore this direction in a companion paper [4].

## 2 Generalized Mario

For each Mario game that we analyze, we make sure to only use blocks, enemies, objects, and other elements that appear in that game as released. We also make no changes to the physics or other interactions between the player and game elements.

However, actual Mario video games place several constraints on level sizes, number of onscreen enemies, and other parameters. For the purposes of analyzing complexity, we define generalized versions of each game with the following properties:

- No arbitrary limits on the level width, level height, and numbers of objects and events.
- Exponentially long time limits, or no time limit whatsoever (as in Super Mario Bros. 2
and Super Mario Bros. Wonder).

Arbitrarily large screen size, as large as the entire level. One exception is Super Mario Bros. 2, which remembers necessary offscreen state, so we do not generalize in this case; see Section 6.

For simplicity, we use the original name of each game to refer to the generalized version. In all of these games, we restrict to a single player using a single input device unless otherwise stated.

2.1 Forbidding Powerups

A key defining feature of Mario games is powerups, such as the mushroom which makes Mario grow in size and allows him to take damage once without dying. Powerups can break many of the gadgets presented in this paper. For this reason, we want to assume that Mario comes into each level without a powerup and never collects one, unless we explicitly say otherwise. One way of doing this is to simply build a Mario game which features no powerups. However, in the interest of only caring about solvability of a single level, we should assume that Mario might be able to come into the level with a powerup. We can handle this by starting each level with a powerup and forcing Mario to take damage, e.g., by having to walk over a long row of spikes/munchers or through an enemy. Henceforth, in all of our gadgets, we will assume Mario begins in the non-powered state.

2.2 Playtesting

The majority of the gadgets featured here have been tested in the physics of the original games, by modifying those games with community-built level editors (see the Acknowledgments for details). You can watch videos of the gadgets in action, under both correct use and attempted misuse, on YouTube. To try these levels out yourself, you can download playable level files from GitHub. Given game hardware constraints and software limits in the released versions of these games, the gadgets may be modified slightly from what we present in the paper.

2.3 Reachability with Doors

In this paper, we reduce from a known PSPACE-complete problem called “reachability with planar door gadgets” [2], which we now describe.

The specific door gadgets used in this paper are the open-close door, self-closing door, and symmetric self-closing door, as shown in Figure 1. Each of these door gadgets has two states: open and closed. The (optional-open) open-close door consists of a traversal path (blue), a close path (red), and an optional open path (green). Traversing the close path forces the door into the closed state. Traversing the open path puts the door into the open state, but as the entrance and exit location of the open path are the same, the player can freely decide whether to open the door or not. The traversal path can be traversed by the player only when the door is in the open state. The (optional-open) self-closing door consists of a traversal path, which forces the door into the closed state when traversed, and an optional open path which opens the door. A symmetric self-closing door consists of two traversal paths. Traversing the top path is possible only when the door is open, and it forces the door

---

3 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCZQ5yzonfsaxrs9jZ41pgMvK4nRHSTXh
4 https://github.com/65440-2023/mario-hardness-gadgets
to become closed; while traversing the bottom path is possible only when the door is closed, and it forces the door to open.

Now we are given a **system** of door gadgets, consisting of several instances of the same type of door gadget, an initial state for each gadget, and a graph defining connections between locations (entrances and exits) of the doors. In a **planar** system, these connections do not cross each other or the door gadgets themselves. The **reachability** problem asks, given a system and two locations, whether it is possible for the player to start at the first location and reach the second location, by a sequence of traversals of door gadgets and connection edges. In **planar reachability**, we restrict to planar systems of gadgets.

For all three types of door gadgets described above, planar reachability is PSPACE-complete [2]. (That paper defines one open-close door gadget which it does not prove PSPACE-complete, but it has a non-optional open path.) If we can build any door gadget in a Super Mario platform game, then we can instantiate this gadget multiple times and connect them together via tunnels made of blocks in such a way that the only way for Mario to reach the flagpole is via suitable traversal through these gadgets, and thereby prove PSPACE-hardness of the Mario game.

## 3 Standard Open-Close Doors

We will begin by examining games which can build doors with a similar structure to that featured in [3]. All of these doors are open-close doors. These doors have traverse and open on their left side, and close on the right. An enemy is hit from below while on a certain type of block such as a brick block to cause it bounce up and move between the two sides of the door. While on the left, the enemy blocks access to the traverse tunnel, and while on the right, the enemy blocks access to the close tunnel. There is some object which prevents Mario from crossing between the traverse and close tunnels but which allows for the enemy to pass through. In most of these games, the enemy in question becomes stunned for a constant amount of time when hit from below, and if the player is able to hit it and traverse quickly enough to pick it up, this could break the door. For this reason, we assume all tunnels in these gadgets are significantly longer than pictured, such that they take longer to traverse than it does for the enemy to wake up. This is indicated in our gadget figures with ellipses (···).
3.1 Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels

This game was originally released in Japan as スーパーマリオブラザーズ2 (Super Mario Bros. 2), but was renamed to Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels when it was finally released in North America, as part of the 1993 compilation Super Mario All-Stars. We follow the latter naming convention, to avoid confusion with the other game named (uniquely) Super Mario Bros. 2 (covered in Section 6).

\textbf{Theorem 1.} Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels is PSPACE-hard.

\textbf{Proof.} Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels is almost exactly the same as Super Mario Bros. but with different levels, graphics, and only a few minor tweaks. In particular, the physics of Mario’s movement is the same, and spinies and firebars behave in the same way. Hence, we can build the same door used in [3] to show that Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels is hard. For reference, Figure 2 shows such a gadget built in Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels. The idea is that the door is open whenever the spiny is on the right side of the central fire (as in the figure), in which case Mario can freely follow the traverse path. To traverse the close path, Mario must jump to hit the brick block with careful timing so that the spiny above gets bumped to the other side of the gadget, closing the gadget and enabling Mario to reach the close exit. Similarly, visiting the open path allows Mario to hit the spiny to the other side, opening the gadget.

3.2 Super Mario Bros. 3

\textbf{Theorem 2.} Super Mario Bros. 3 is PSPACE-hard.

\textbf{Proof.} Figure 3 shows our door gadget for Super Mario Bros. 3. Notably, we make use of clouds, which are a semi-solid platform. Objects (including both Mario and enemies) can pass through clouds from below and the sides, but not from above. When Mario hits a brick block with a spiny on top of it, the spiny is bounced on top of the cloud. After a brief period of waking up, the spiny walks to the opposite side of the gadget. The black plants are munchers, an enemy which will damage Mario if he touches them. Mario cannot pass above the munchers in the center of the gadget without touching them and dying, but the spiny is invulnerable to their effects and can pass through without issue. We also make use of invisible coin blocks. When Mario hits these from below, they become solid blocks, but before that point, they are completely intangible, and the spiny can pass through them from the side with no issues. Their purpose is to restrict Mario from jumping over the spiny and onto the cloud. Because of them, Mario can only pass through the traverse or close
tunnel by jumping next to the munchers, and this can only happen if the spiny is on the opposite side of the gadget.

One might worry that Mario can hit the coin blocks on traversal, permanently breaking the gadget. This is true. If Mario hits a coin block, the gadget will enter a broken state where it is stuck open or closed, depending on the location of the spiny. However, this is not an issue, as doing so as it can only make the reachability problem more restrictive. If Mario hits a coin block while traversing on the left side of the gadget, the spiny will never fall down the left side, and the door will be permanently open. This means that if Mario attempts to close the door, he will become stuck and forced to backtrack or die. A similar argument shows that it is never in Mario’s interest to force the door into a stuck closed state.

3.3 New Super Mario Bros. Series


Proof. The door from Theorem 3 works in all of the New Super Mario Bros. games for the same reasons. In place of clouds, we use a different semisolid platform , and some of the New Super Mario Bros. games feature spikes instead of munchers , but the objects behind these graphical changes function in the same way. For reference, Figure 4 shows a door built in New Super Mario Bros. Wii.

We will give another proof of this result in Section 5, which uses different mechanics and is furthermore robust against the mechanics of Wii U gamepads.

3.4 Super Mario World

Theorem 4. Super Mario World is PSPACE-hard.
Proof. In Super Mario World, we cannot use spinies because they die instantly upon being hit from below. Instead, we make use of the goomba enemy, which behaves differently in Super Mario World in that it becomes stunned instead of killed when hit. Figure 5 shows the resulting door gadget. Unlike with spinies, Mario can safely jump on goombas. To ensure Mario does not jump over the goomba or step on it to stun it and pass through a blocked tunnel, we place munchers at the top of the traversal tunnels. If Mario would jump on the goomba, it will bounce him into the munchers, killing him instantly. The only valid way to traverse the gadget is to first open it by hitting the on/off block from below when a goomba is on it. Doing so will cause the goomba to bounce onto the munchers in the center of the gadget and walk across to the other side, allowing safe traversal. The close traversal works analogously. As a remark, the on/off switches contain extra functionality which we completely ignore here; we only care about them in terms of their ability to bounce goombas when hit from below.

3.5 Super Mario Maker

Theorem 5. All styles of Super Mario Maker are PSPACE-hard.

Proof. Our door gadget for Super Mario Maker is almost identical to the door gadget for Super Mario Bros. 3. The main difference is that we add one-ways, which only allow one-directional traversal, immediately below and above the brick blocks. This is because, in the Super Mario World style, the blocks corresponding to brick blocks temporarily become intangible when hit, allowing a spiny or Mario to pass through. The one-ways ensure that Mario cannot go up and the spinies cannot go down through these blocks, but Mario maintains the ability to bounce the spiny from below. All features present in this gadget exist in all four styles of Super Mario Maker, so this gadget works in all of them. Figure 6 shows a construction of the gadget.

Corollary 6. The four 2D styles Super Mario Maker 2 are PSPACE-hard.

Proof. Each of the four 2D styles of Super Mario Maker 2 features all elements of the door gadget pictured in Figure 6, behaving in the same way, so we use the same gadget gadget from Super Mario Maker. As a small detail, if we choose, we can simplify the construction involving 2 one-ways and a brick block by using the on/off switches present in Super Mario Maker 2 since they cannot be passed through in any game style and bounce spinies in the same way (these are the same type of blocks we used in the reduction to show that Super Mario World is PSPACE-hard).
Theorem 7. All styles of Super Mario Maker 2 are PSPACE-hard.

Proof. Corollary 6 proves hardness for all 2D styles. There is one remaining style present in Super Mario Maker 2, the Super Mario 3D World style. This style works very differently from the other four styles, so we construct a different door gadget, shown in Figure 7. The issue in the Super Mario 3D World style is that the spiny changes direction when it wakes up and is unable to cross the gadget on its own. Fortunately, there are on/off switches which toggle the state of the blue squares pictured. When the switch is on, as pictured, the blue squares are empty. When the switch is off, they are replaced by solid blue blocks. To cause the spiny to change sides, the player hits the brown brick block, bounding the spiny into the center of the gadget. The player can then toggle the state of the switched blocks to allow the spiny to walk across to the other side of the gadget. Then, toggling the switch again will drop the spiny into the desired side. Hitting the switch toggles the state of all blue blocks in the level, including those in other gadgets, but these do not interact with the other gadgets because the blue blocks are above the spinies, so only the door where the player hits the spiny is affected.

With the addition of the switched blocks, it is possible for Mario to hit the switch at such a time that the spiny is crushed by the blocks. If this happens, the door can no longer be closed, which is bad. In Super Mario Maker, enemies can be created holding keys which Mario will collect if the spiny dies. Mario will keep this key and any others he collects until they are used on locked doors or warp blocks. We give the spiny in our gadget a key, and at the very end of the level we force Mario through a “check” gadget which consists of a tall path with a locked warp box (see Figure 8). If the player has a key, they get warped and become completely stuck. If they have no key, they pass through with no issue. Taking advantage of the check gadget, we use a second key to prevent the player from switching between the two sides of the gadget, taking the place of the munchers in the previous reduction.

3.6 Super Mario Bros. Wonder

Theorem 8. Super Mario Bros. Wonder is PSPACE-hard.

Proof. Our door gadget for Super Mario Bros. Wonder is similar to the door gadget for Super Mario Bros. 3, but we take advantage of the fact that Super Mario Bros. Wonder can have non-grid-aligned objects to simplify the gadget by removing the need for invisible coin blocks. Figure 9 shows a construction of the gadget.
4 Self-Closing Doors

4.1 Super Mario Land 2


Proof. To show Super Mario Land 2: 6 Golden Coins is PSPACE-hard, we reduce from planar reachability with self-closing doors [2], using the self-closing door gadget shown in Figure 10. Super Mario Land 2 does not have a spiny enemy, so we instead use a koopa 

In this game, koopas do not walk off of ledges (like red koopas in other games), which complicates matters. When the door is closed (the koopa is in the top left, pictured solid in Figure 10), it blocks the traversal path because Mario is too tall to jump past it in the 1-block corridor. To open the door, Mario enters the open tunnel, and with a well-timed hit, it is possible to bounce the koopa into the right of the gadget (as pictured partially transparent in Figure 10). This opens up the beginning of the traversal tunnel, but blocks the right half. To continue with traversal, Mario must head down the vertical tunnel, below the semisolid , and reach the other light gray block to bounce the koopa back to the left. Mario can then backtrack and finish traversal. However, when Mario bounces the koopa to the left, it is possible for him to instead time the hit such that the koopa falls down the same tunnel Mario entered. If this happens, the koopa will block Mario’s path out, which prevents Mario from finishing the traversal. Therefore, an optimal player must choose not to do this, and we can safely assume it does not happen.

4.2 Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island

Theorem 10. Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island is PSPACE-hard

Proof. To show PSPACE-hardness for Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island, we reduce from planar reachability with self-closing doors [2], using the self-closing door gadget shown in Figure 11. To traverse, the player must ride the chomp rock , a spherical enemy which
rolls when stood on, to the right side of the gadget. Attempts to cross without using the chomp rock will fail as the player does not have enough height to reach the traversal exit without the chomp rock and cannot stand on spikes without dying. The chomp rock rolls down a slope and loses momentum upon reaching the bottom due to partially hitting the spikes. The player can then use it to traverse, but is unable to push the chomp rock back up the slope at the same time. To open the gadget, the player gains access to a reusable helicopter powerup. This powerup briefly turns Yoshi into a helicopter, allowing the player to safely push the chomp rock up the slope and reset the door while hovering safely above the spikes. When the timer on the helicopter powerup runs out, Yoshi is instantly transported back to the open tunnel. Because of the powerup timer, by making all tunnels between gadgets sufficiently long, we can ensure that the player cannot reach and open any gadgets other than the intended one.

5 Event-Based Symmetric Self-Closing Doors

Corollary 3 already showed that all four New Super Mario Bros. games are PSPACE-hard. But these games also implement a system called events, which allow the player to interact with blocks via switches and event controllers. In this section, we develop event-based symmetric self-closing door gadget, for two main reasons:
1. These doors are incredibly simple and small compared to the previous ones.
2. Unlike enemies, events persist regardless of the location of the screen. This means that
we do not need to generalize screen size, which shows hardness for something that is much closer to the original game. This is also of some importance for New Super Mario Bros. U, as discussed in Section 5.2.

That being said, there are some drawbacks to using events. For one, they work behind the scenes and their behavior is not transparent to the player. It could be seen as not in the spirit of the game to build doors out of objects that are not true visible game elements. Furthermore, while these games do not impose arbitrary limits on the number of enemies (outside of memory constraints), they do impose a limit of 255 events based on the encoding of object data in binary. To allow for arbitrary events, we would have to generalize to a system which allows for more events. For these reasons, this door does not completely supplant the door of Corollary 3.

5.1 Event Mechanics

The relevant event mechanics used in this paper are as follows:

- There are numbered events, each of which can be either on or off
- There are numbered locations, which are sections of the level bounded by some rectangle
- Location controllers toggle an event based on the status of enemies or players in a given location
- There are blocks which appear or disappear according to the status of an event

5.2 New Super Mario Bros. U with Gamepad

In New Super Mario Bros. U, the Wii U gamepad serves a special purpose. If the player is playing on a non-gamepad controller, they (or a friend) can use the gamepad in “boost mode” to help Mario. The player with the gamepad can create platforms on-screen to help the player cross dangerous areas, and if Mario steps on 10 of these, the gamepad player gains access to a boost star which allows them to kill enemies by tapping on them. It is very reasonable to disallow boost mode in our generalized New Super Mario Bros. U as it somewhat breaks the restriction of only one player, and this must be done for the door in Figure 4 to work properly, but with events, we can allow for the gamepad as the gamepad player has no control over any event behavior.

5.3 Self-Closing Door

- **Theorem 11.** New Super Mario Bros., New Super Mario Bros. Wii, New Super Mario Bros. 2, and New Super Mario Bros. U are all PSPACE-hard, even when restricted to just
Proof. The gadget pictured in Figure 12 is an event-based symmetric self-closing door. It uses one event. The blocks labeled 1 are on if and only if the event is on, and the blocks labeled 2 are on if and only if the event is off. When the player enters location 3, the event turns on, and when the player enters location 4, the event turns off. In this way, traversal through the top path is only possible when the event is off, and doing so turns the event on, and traversal through the bottom path is only possible when the event is on, and doing so turns the event off. The door in Figure 12 is pictured in New Super Mario Bros. U, but the same gadget works in all four New Super Mario Bros. games.

\[ \text{Figure 12 A symmetric self-closing door in New Super Mario Bros. U} \]

blocks and events.

6 Super Mario Bros. 2 Open-Close Door

In this section, we prove PSPACE-hardness of Super Mario Bros 2 (as named in North America). This reduction consists of our most complicated door gadget by far.

6.1 Mechanics

Super Mario Bros 2 has significantly different mechanics from the rest of the games in this paper, and our reduction for it is relies on many of these mechanics, so we take some extra time to describe the behavior of various objects. Refer to Figure 13 to see images of relevant objects.

- The blue blocks with an X pictured in our gadgets are semi-solids or diodes. They can be passed through from below, but not from above.
- The spikes will kill the player if they land on them from above.
- Mario cannot naturally pass through a 1 block tall tunnel. However, by crouching, holding in the direction of desired movement, and repeatedly jumping, Mario can make very slow progress through the tunnel. This mechanic is used to pass through the tunnel at the bottom right of the gadget.
- The mushrooms are objects which the player can pick up and place down. When placed, they fall and then snap to the grid in the level. When the player is holding any object, they cannot hold any other object or enemy. They also cannot pass through 1 block tall tunnels.
- The Birdo enemy, pictured in bottom right of the gadget will shoot eggs when on screen. Eggs move across the screen horizontally at a constant speed until they hit a
solid object. The player can jump off of them and can also pick them up and throw them to kill enemies.

- There are two types of shy guy enemies. They walk back and forth and can be picked up and thrown. When thrown, they return to walking. The red shy guy will walk off of ledges (analogous to green koopas in other Mario games), and the pink shy guy will turn when it reaches a ledge (analogous to red koopas in other Mario games). Mario can also stand on shy guys and ride them across spikes.

- By crouching for a brief period of time to charge his jump, Mario can perform a super jump, which is an especially tall jump.

- The game features 4 playable characters: Mario, Luigi, Toad, and Peach. The relevant differences for this gadget are that Luigi jumps higher than the others and that Peach can float for a brief period of time. Our gadget is robust to use of all four characters.

- The game remembers the position of mushrooms that are moved when they become off screen, so we do not need to generalize screen size. In fact, we will take advantage of screen size constraints.

6.2 Glitches

Super Mario Bros. 2 has many glitches and unintended behavior. Several of these are documented in [5]. As far as we are aware, there are two which are relevant for our gadget.

- If the player jumps and makes contact with the corner of an enemy, they can perform a second jump midair, resulting in a much higher jump than should be allowed. We avoid abuse of this by not giving the player opportunities to jump off of the corners of enemies where important.

- If the player is crouching on top of an enemy which walks into a one block tall tunnel, the player will not collide with the wall, despite doing so visually. This does not happen if the player is holding an item. If the roof of the tunnel is only one block thick, the player can then jump through the ceiling. We make tunnel ceilings two blocks thick and make use of shy guys to prevent abuse of this.

6.3 Open-Close Door

Theorem 12. Super Mario Bros. 2 is PSPACE-hard.

Proof. We reduce from planar reachability with open-close doors [2]. A door is pictured in Figure 13. The state of the gadget is determined by a mushroom object, which the player can pick up and place in different locations. Specifically, the mushroom in position A, representing the open state, can instead be in position B, representing the closed state. When the door is open, the player can run through the bottom tunnel until Birdo is onscreen. Birdo will then shoot an egg to the left which the player can jump on to reach the exit of the traverse tunnel. This path is pictured in red. When the door is closed, the mushroom is in position B, and the egg’s path is blocked, preventing traversal. Even Luigi with a super jump is unable to reach the platform without the egg.

Closing the door begins with the player throwing the shy guy in position 1 onto the spikes above, as shown in position 2. The shy guy walks to the right for use later. The player cannot cross this same gap because of the spikes. The glitch which allows for the player to ride an enemy across does not apply because the ceiling prevents Mario from getting on the enemy in the first place. Then, the player proceeds to the right and moves the mushroom from position A to B. Once the mushroom is in position B, they can use it to super jump up to the right. If they do not place the mushroom, they will be unable to exit, as a regular
jump off of an egg does not give enough height, even for Luigi, to exit, and it takes too long to charge a super jump for the player to perform one off of the egg before it moves too far to the left. Hence, for the player to continue through the close tunnel, they must place the mushroom in location B, blocking the path of the eggs, and closing the traverse tunnel. Finally, the player can move the shy guy that was thrown to position 2 to the row of spikes above, and jump off of it in position 3 to cross an otherwise impassable spike tunnel. The shy guy continues walking to the left and falls back down to position 1 in preparation for the next use. An outline of this path is pictured in blue. Note that the player can choose not to jump off the shy guy and instead ride it back to the entrance of the close gadget, but this does not accomplish anything productive as they are simply forced to close the gadget again, so we can assume this does not happen.

Opening the door begins on the bottom right of the gadget with a 1-toggle sub-gadget. The mushroom can be placed in either position X or Y, but can only be picked up from the top, not the side. The effect of this is that the 1-toggle can only be traversed from the right if the mushroom is in position X and from the left if in position Y. This prevents the player from exiting through the open tunnel when closing the door. For the player to traverse from right to left in the open path, the mushroom is forced into position Y. Then, the player can (optionally) move the other mushroom from position B to position A, opening the door. They cannot exit through the close tunnel as they do not have the shy guy required to cross the spikes, and are forced to return through the 1-toggle, returning it to position X as they leave.

One might worry that the player can ride an egg through the gadget to the traverse path when opening or closing the door. This would be an issue, but there is a pink shy guy in the egg’s path. The egg will pass through with no issue, but if a player is riding an egg, the taller hitbox of the shy guy will cause them to become stuck in the middle of a row of spikes, and they are unable to jump across the shy guy fast enough to continue riding the egg. The shy guy is placed far enough to the left such that Birdo is off screen and will not shoot any more eggs while the player is stranded. As pictured, the player could grab an egg and throw it at the shy guy before performing this shortcut, thus clearing the way, but making the tunnel sufficiently long and placing the shy guy far enough from the ends will prevent this.
We simply show the smaller gadget here for simplicity.

7 NP-Hardness

We initially set out to prove all 2D Mario Games PSPACE-complete. Sadly, we have not yet succeeded for two of these games we considered: Super Mario Land and Super Mario Run. Nonetheless, we can at least prove NP-hardness for both of these games. We will be using the framework developed in [1].

Theorem 13. Super Mario Land is NP-hard.

Proof. The framework for proving NP-hardness requires us to create the following gadgets:

- **Start and Finish.** We use the trivial start and end gadgets.
- **Variable.** We use the same variable gadget as used in [1].
- **Clause and Check.** We use the clause gadget pictured in Figure 14. Each of the 3 question blocks \( \square \) in the left side of the gadget creates a mushroom which can be used to damage boost through the spikes \( \bullet \) at the right of the gadget. However, if there is no mushroom, the player is unable to cross.
- **Crossover.** We use the crossover gadget pictured in Figure 15. This is a unidirectional crossover in which left to right traversal happens before top to bottom. When coming from the left, the player gains access to a star in a question block. This allows them to pass to the right over the row of spikes, which is much longer than pictured such that the player can only barely make it across with the star. They are unable to go up as they do not have a mushroom. To traverse from bottom to top, the player gains access to a mushroom in a question block which allows them to break the breakable blocks \( \square \) and move up, where they then take forced damage and are returned to a powered-down state. However, they are unable to cross the spikes to the right because the maximum distance Mario can run on spikes with a star is much longer than the distance he damage boost with a mushroom, and the player is unable to reach the star block on the left side of the gadget. After the player completes a vertical traversal, there is leakage from horizontal to vertical, but, as discussed in [1], this is not an issue.

The combination of these gadgets is sufficient to show NP-hardness.

Theorem 14. Super Mario Run is NP-hard.

Proof. First, we note that Super Mario Run is unique compared with other Mario games in that the player can, under normal circumstances, only move right (and is pulled to the right by default). Fortunately, the game provides backflip \( \square \) blocks which will cause the player to move left when jumping off of them, which allows for easy creation of wires which allow for moving left, as pictured in Figure 16a. Vertical wires are traversed via wall jumping or falling.

The framework for proving NP-hardness requires us to create the following gadgets:

- **Start and Finish.** We use the trivial start and end gadgets.
Variable. We use the variable gadget pictured in Figure 16b. The forced rightward movement inherently creates a diode, ensuring that once the player chooses either the top or bottom path, they cannot choose the other variable.

Clause and Check. We use the clause gadget pictured in Figure 16c. This works almost identically to the clause gadget in [1], but with grinders $\blacklozenge$ in place of fire bars to enforce that the player must have a star.

Crossover. We use the clause gadget pictured in Figure 16d. Vertical traversal is accomplished either via falling or wall jumping, and is bidirectional. The traversal from left to right requires hitting a switch $\uparrow$ to briefly toggle the states of the red $\blacklozenge$ and outlined $[\ldots]$ blocks, creating a tunnel from left to right. Because of the forced right condition, the player moves through the tunnel before the switch state can revert, and is unable to stall for leakage.

The combination of these gadgets is sufficient to show NP-hardness.

8 Open Problems

As discussed in the previous section, while we initially set out to prove all 2D Mario Games PSPACE-complete, Super Mario Land and Super Mario Run have only been shown to be NP-hard. Super Mario Land features a very different set of objects from the other Mario games, and none that stand out to us as being able to toggle the state of a door an unbounded number of times. Super Mario Run poses a similar issue, with enemies behaving somewhat differently from the other games. It also suffers from the issue of access: unlike all other
games considered in this paper, there are no known tools for creating custom Super Mario Run levels.

In this paper, we did not place any restrictions on generating new enemies, although none of our doors take advantage of this. If we do enforce that no new objects can be spawned, then we get containment in NPSPACE as the size of the level cannot grow, and hence PSPACE by Savitch’s Theorem. In this case, we have PSPACE-completeness for every PSPACE-hard game examined in this paper. However, most of these games have some mechanism by which the level size could grow without bound, with the removal of arbitrary object limits. For example, the original paper on Super Mario Bros. PSPACE-hardness, [3], makes claims that Super Mario Bros. is contained in NPSPACE based on its levels only taking up a polynomial amount of space. However, this is not entirely true as Super Mario Bros. also has the Lakitu enemy which can create additional spinies. With the exponentially long timer, a player could stand near a Lakitu for exponentially long and generate exponentially many spinies which walk off-screen. These will require an exponential amount of memory, since we assume in SMB-General that the game remembers the positions of all off-screen enemies. With an exponentially large timer, all of these games are clearly contained in NEXPTIME, but this is a very arbitrary limit, and in the version without a timer, there are no obvious upper bounds other than RE for any of these games.\footnote{In fact, we explore RE-completeness for some of these games in [4].}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{screenshot.png}
\caption{Super Mario Run Gadgets}
\end{figure}
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